Z-CAD® Liquid - The Intruder

The two for all options. Dipping or paint-on technique.

Z-CAD® Deep liquid, Surface liquid

These ready to use, water soluble, infiltration liquids are specifically produced, to color the Metoxit AG white zirconia substructures. Regardless if dipping or paint-on methods are applied the coloring liquids emerge into the surface of unsintered substructures.

Z-CAD® Deep is primarily designed for the dipping technique of Z-CAD® HD and HTL blanks. Due to higher chroma values, the liquid gives the framework an ideal intensity for the veneering techniques and creates a core color from the depth. It is self-explanatory that the paint-on technique is also an option utilizing these liquids.

Z-CAD® Surface is primarily for the brush technique (paint-on) of the Z-CAD® One4All and smile blanks intended. The higher translucency value causes a lower chroma for monolithic restorations to set accents onto the surface. It is self-explanatory that the dipping technique is also an option utilizing these liquids.
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This perfectly tuned system of Z-CAD® Deep and Surface liquids offers easy handling and a high reproducibility for to be colored restorations. The Z-CAD® DEEP and Surface liquid Set is comprised of the 16 dentin colors, according to the *Vita classical A1- D4 color system. We also offer a Z-CAD® Deep and Surface liquid “effect set” which is comprised of eight colors for individualization.

*VITA classical A1 - D4® is a registered trademark of VITA Zahnfabrik H. Rauter GmbH & Co. KG in Bad Säckingen.